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Ticklar is the 2005 Slammer of the Year

Gabe "Ticklar" Louli takes the
2005 Preston Cup

Congratulations sir!

2005 Preston Cup Finalists
As voted on by members

Slammer Gold Silver Bronze Points

Ticklar 16 4 - 56

Kricket 4 6 3 27

Stevie Ray 2 4 - 14

Chilly 1 2 3 10

BullDog - 1 4 6

Bubbles 1 - 2 5

Rulz - 1 2 4

Boomer - 1 1 3

Ripzone 1 - - 3

Fuzzy - 1 - 2

2Fore - - 1 1

Billiards - - 1 1

Happy - - 1 1

The Rock - - 1 1

The Scribe - - 1 1

Actual Slammer Voting Commentary

I nominate Ticklar for slammer of the year. Very
friendly, very competitive.

Chilly for kicking my ass relentlessly while helping me
get better – ada boy!

Fuzzy for letting me kick his ass this year while playing
tough and maintaining his over all ranking, even
though he did not have as much time to put into the
game as us crazies.

Rulz for weathering the early storm of the snaps, and
hanging in there and playing through some pain – you
knew you had to be playing your best if you were going
to beat him.

Bubbles for making the top-10 and his good natured
approach to the game.

Ticklar for his omnipresence and doing a somewhat
decent job as Acting Commish all year! :-P Hehehe...

Happy for infiltrating the exclusive #1 club.

Ticklar deserves to be the runaway winner this year

Rulz only an median season by his standards this year
and he is still top 3, look out if his drives start landing in
the fairway

BullDog's flashes of brilliance all year long - a model
slammer lacking only consistency

My nominee is Stevie Ray for his all round supporting
role. When you are down he will offer you a smoke (if
you are a smoker) and pep talks you back in the game.
If he is down, he will talk just enough trash to get
himself up without hurting anyone else. I find his after-
round companionship is contagious.

Ticklar I have had the pleasure to play on the same
foursome 3 or 4 times and I must say he makes you
play your best! Yeah; I go Tick, for his dedication,
commitment and his helpfullness; for his relentless
pursuit of a better game through equipment
enhancement and his narrow escapes..

Kricket - have you ever seen a happier guy??? Kricket
gets my vote for my most productive caddy

About Our Sponsors

Bill "Billiards" Ryan and his lovely wife,
Carole, graciously supplied The Tour
with the Preston Cup.

About The Cup

The Preston Cup was named after the
Ryan family's dog, Preston. While he
wasn't the best-looking, nor the best-
smelling nor was he the friendliest dog
around, he was fun and tremendously
personable... and those are the traits of
the Slammer of the Year.

Remember, the Slammer of the Year is
voted on by your peers, so work your
magic and make some allies.
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Chilly my vote for almost dressing as sharp as me
when he plays.

BullDog, for his relentless competitive spirit and
appreciation of the rules

Ticklar, for coining the phrase: "It's League!"

Kricket, for his dedication, good nature and Manderly
freebies!

It has to be TICKLAR this year. If I am allowed to
nominate. It should be unanimous. I have enjoyed his
company the most on the tour and find his leadership
contagious.

The Slammer Tour. Fun and competitive match-play golf for everyone!
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